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SolutionInc Limited Announces the Release of SolutionIP FLEX® 9.4
The Most INNOVATIVE Ideas for our Clients
Halifax, Nova Scotia – SolutionInc Limited is pleased to announce the release of SolutionIP FLEX® 9.4, for the use in
Hospitality, Transportation, Convention, Municipal, Commercial and Retail industries. Our Managed Internet
Gateway Platform enables establishments to provide a fully customizable public Wi-Fi access solution. Our secure
platform features full PMS integration, limitless users, detailed system monitoring and reporting dashboard,
advanced authentication and payment methods, and comprehensive business intelligence analytics. It will be
available to new and existing clients starting June 21st 2016.
SolutionIP FLEX® 9.4 has several new product and security enhancement initiatives that have been introduced with
this release.
• Conference Creo. Conference and meeting room management interface to seamlessly manage all your
conference and meeting room technology needs from one centralized interface.
• S.M.A.R.T Dashboard. Centralized SolutionIP® Monitoring and Reporting Tool. Provides customers the ability to
view details by properties date ranges.
• Modernized GUI. Redesigned interface with a modernized GUI for administration and configuration
management. Providing you user-friendly interaction of system management and functionality.
• Social Media Authentication. Updated end-user authentication with the ability to login using their Facebook
credentials. Scaling your user information data to a new level.
• Enhanced Platform Support. Support for third-party integrations to support iPass, WordPress, two-way PMS,
and a wide selection of Internet enabled end-user devices.
• Fail- Safe Redundancy. Our hot standby system provides automated failover of the primary system in the event
it goes off-line. Fail-Safe assumes all services and activities of the primary system with automatic
synchronization with minimal downtime.
Please contact your account manager for further details on how to upgrade, or email sales@solutioninc.com to find
out more about this release and how we can make your Wi-Fi simple, secure, and dependable.
“We take pride in developing solutions that ensure the highest quality is applied to our software. This is our
strongest and most reliable release to date.” – Glen Lavigne, President and CEO
SolutionInc was founded in 1997 with the vision of providing simple but superior quality access to the Internet on
public networks. Customers access the internet every day in over 50 countries worldwide using our patented
software. With one million touch points worldwide, we have the knowledge and experience to create and manage a
world class high speed internet access experience every time, everywhere.

